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Annual Consumer Timber Buying 
Trends 2015-2016

The above analysis of trade and traffic trends across all
Timber products from client websites and cross referencing
with Google industry data e-commerce marketing trends & UK
industry data sources show the number of searches/orders
and customer traffic throughout the period Nov 2015-Oct 2016.

These traffic profiles are invaluable tools to help us plan
for traffic and sale expectations during the upcoming
months. The only difference this year over last years figures
show  an increase in traffic in June and higher traffic profiles
for March compared with 2015.

The trend profile is consistent for Decking, Fencing
and Sleepers which follow the trend lines almost
exactly except for fencing which showed higher
sales and searches during the months of October
and November in 2015.

Current data suggests that the trend is down for
Fencing this year but the storms are only just
starting….

Interestingly the sales and search trends UK wide
for construction timber, sheet materials, cls and
carcassing show a different trend.

Site traffic for the 4th Quarter are expected to fall
as follows:

October -45% on the previous month September

November -24% on October

December -51% on November

January -31% on December, rising after that.

Historically promotions have bucked this trend
and there is no reason why that shouldn’t be the
case again.

Generally the trend lines are consistent with the previous 2 years
with January being the slowest month for sales, traffic and
searches.

Most searched for product Q3: Floor Boards, Flooring. *Data taken across ALL sites within the TOL stable



Data records show that the most popular and sought
after product during December, January and
February is ‘Plywood’.

During January 2015 there were over 18,000 online
UK searches for Plywood and 6,000 of these were
for ‘Marine Plywood’.

It is also worth noting that Adwords and other PPC
campaigns peak during January for the term
‘Plywood’ by over 200% on average.

If you were thinking of doing an PPC campaign in
January you may wish to consider that the
competitive Cost Per Click is approx. £1.45.

With an estimated £1,000 ppc budget, that gives
you a projected 690 visitors with a potential 35
purchasing customers.

Promotional Product opportunities

Love it or loathe it, Social Media is here and
still growing.

Where the likes of Twitter and Facebook may
not actually generate sales, it does provide a
conduit for discussion and inclusion.

Such involvement inevitably has the knock on
effect of click backs, links and research on
behalf of social media users.

Tapping into the psychology as to why so many
are using social media is the reason why many
successful companies  use social media as a
means for marketing.

It is important to consider though unless you
are prepared to commit to using such media,
then apathetic use of such conduits could be
detrimental.

After all why would anyone want to connect with and contact you if you only access your Twitter feed every other week.

Like any form of advertising or marketing strategy it requires commitment, investment and goals.

One irredeemable truth is that people prefer affirmation and security, which is why many consumers who have ordered
from one company prefer to go back to that company time and time again.

Where Social Media comes into its own is by building deeper relationships and encouraging participation. When you are
linking with local communities and trades to share knowledge and interests, then social media gives you a group
recommendation for both you, your company and then your products. You have entered a ‘circle of trust’.

E.g. ‘I am looking for this, does anyone know…’, ‘Yes, try X they have been really helpful to me..’, ‘Yeah, I have just
bought Y from them, great service..’

The building of relationships takes time and effort buts brings it own rewards.

As to which Social Media Platform is best, that’s down to preference, but generally speaking it is best to use all of them
in conjunction. At very least Twitter and Facebook

How much time should you dedicate to a Social Media campaign? Most large companies have a small team of dedicated
SM experts who spend all day and often nights to building their brand and business.



Latest
news from
the Google
camp
suggests
that big
changes
are
continuing
in the way
Google reviews and positions sites.

Google uses over 200 factors to determine the positioning of
any website, ranging from keyword usage, titles and meta
information to image titles, navigation and popularity.

Keeping up with these trends is a ongoing battle for any web
developer, marketing business or site owner.

Launched in November Google revealed the new standard in
web development. As new technology comes into being, in
particular voice activated searching, even greater emphasis is
being placed on the value of site content.

So new algorithms read the ‘pertinence’ of content now, rather
than positional keywords.

In addition, as each market has different searching trends so the
algorithms now seek out patterns relating to search criteria.

For instance are people searching for ‘fence panels’ or ‘fencing’
and in what context.

‘Siri, how much is fencing’ is ambiguous, but ‘Siri, how much
are fence panels’ is specific.

Results drawn are from content and listed page or link titles, with
the greater relevance given to more accurate content answers.

Which means we now need to tailor our site content to assist
these search algorithms if we wish to achieve higher search
engine positioning.

As much as we are able to produce generic content it is helpful
if you can help us by providing news content, more involved
product descriptions and specialist knowledge that can be used
to assist us in marketing your websites more effectively.

We have added a handy marketing calendar at the back which
you may wish to consider using to push promotions and
products in 2017.

Research shows that the most effective and successful online stores offer TWO forms of payment - be that Paypal, Amazon, Google,
Store credit or just Credit/Debit Card processing.

In order to offer a Credit/debit Card option you need to use either your own ‘Online Merchant Account’, distinctly different from a standard
bank ‘Merchant Account’ or use a third party merchant account option, such as Stripe, 2CO, PaymentSense, PayPoint and others.

Those online businesses using two forms of payment reports more sales and around a 50:50 split between PayPal and an alternative.

The Rise of the Machine - Mobile Technology

IPads, iPods, Androids, Surface tablets and
Blueberries….. Will it ever stop?

Sadly not. Launching within the next few years will see
‘Paper tech’, ‘Air tech’ and even liquid based
technologies.

What is unknown is which will become the new standard
and popular tech of choice.

Mobile phones were only introduced in 1973 and
Smartphone technology has only been with us for just
over 20 years with current variants such as iPhones and
Blackberries having been with us since only 2007.

This coming year sees the 10th year anniversary of web
enabled mobile technology.

In analytics drawn from all our websites in the last 5
years alone we have seen web access to websites
increase from just 5% in 2011 to an average 49% of all
site visitors accessing our sites using mobile technology.

This is important because the more mobile friendly a site
is the more effective it is.

So much so that starting next year it is expected that
Google, in particular, will start to penalise websites that
are non-mobile friendly.

If your timber site is on the latest form of the site platform
then you are probably ok and no need to worry. However,
if you are still using old platform technology then you
need to consider an upgrade.

We will be contacting you within the New Year if you
need to consider upgrading.

Biggest Sales Killer
in 2016 -

Average delivery fees for the online
timber & DIY industry 

Most effective 



Timber-On-Line.com Ltd
The Farmhouse
Yew Tree Farm
Stanford North
Kent TN25 6DH

 Contact us on:

 Telephone: 01843 221102 (Ans Service)

 Email: Maurice@timberclick.com

 Twitter: @TimberOnline

 Facebook Page: Timber Online

 Web: http://www.timber-on-line.com

IMPORTANT FACTS
Rising online retail sales
According to recent research carried out in 2015 a massive 92% of the Population of the UK are now
Internet users.

Of those, a staggering 77% purchase goods
online.

Online Retail
share has risen by

80% in the last
3 years…

*Source: We Are Social

Top 3 Choices of delivery Top 3 Choices of Payment

*Source: Postnord

*Source: Postnord

E-commerce Technology Split - Mobile Share Retail

70 : 30
*Source: eMarketeer

If you would like to discuss implementing any
recommendations highlighted in this newsletter
please contact me directly via email.
maurice@timberclick.com

mailto:Maurice@timberclick.com
http://www.timber-on-line.com

